TERMS OF USE

In compliance with Law 34/2002 of July 11, services of the information society and
electronic commerce, Cofama Wines Export SL, hereafter Cofama informed that owns
the website: www. aislopd.com. In accordance with the requirements of Article 10 of
the Act, Cofama notifies the following information: the owner of this website is
Cofama CIF B-65248817 and Registre Barcelona Mercantile Tom: 41683 Flolo 0094
Section General, Leaf / dup. 393242/ Registration office in Cofama, Casanovas I Bosch
57, 08202 Sabadell (Barcelona). The email address to contact the company is
info@cofamaexport.com
USER I DIET DE RESPONSIBILITIES

Navigation, access to and use of websites Cofama grants a user, by accepting in browse
page Cofama, all terms and conditions set forth here without affecting the application
the corresponding binding legal regulations as appropriate.
'website Cofama provide wide range of information and data services. The user
assumes responsibility for the proper use of websites. This responsibility extends to:
the accuracy and legality of the information provided by the user forms issued by
Cofama to access certain content or services offered on the web.
use of information and data services offered by Cofama against the provisions of these
conditions, law, morals, good customs or public order or in any other case, may involve
violation of the rights of others or the operation of websites.
POLICY LINK I EXEMPTIONS DE RESPONSIBILITY

Cofama is not responsible for the content of websites to which users may access
through the links established their websites and said that under no circumstances will
exercise or examine any control over the contents of other pages net.
Nor guarantee the technical availability, accuracy, reliability, validity or legality of
pages outside your property which may be accessed through the links. Cofama declares
that it has taken all necessary measures to prevent any damage may arise from browsing
their websites. Consequently, Cofama not be liable under any circumstances for any
damages the user may suffer due to browsing.
MODIFICATIONS

Cofama reserves the right to make any changes it deems appropriate, without notice,
the content of their websites, both for the content of websites to the conditions of use or
general conditions of contract. These modifications may be made through their websites

in any way admissible and must be complied with during the time they are posted on the
website and until they are modified by others later.
BOOKING DE COOKIES

Cofama reserves the right to use cookies on the user's browsing through their websites
to facilitate personalization and ease of navigation. Following the data protection policy
of the company, Cofama reports that cookies are associated with an anonymous user
and its computer, not themselves provide neither the name nor the surname.
Users have can configure your browser so that it is informed of the receipt of cookies,
with the possibility, if desired, to prevent them from being installed on your hard drive.
However, to access websites Cofama is not mandatory the installation of cookies.
PROTECTION DE DATA

In accordance with the provisions of Law 15/1999 on Protection of Personal Data,
Cofama informs users of their websites that the data collected by the company using
the forms located on their pages, will be introduced in a file automated under the
responsibility of Cofama in order to facilitate, expedite and fulfill the commitments
made by both parties. Also Cofama, reports the possibility of exercising rights of
access, cancellation, rectification and opposition by writing to; Casanovas I Bosch 57,
08202 Sabadell (Barcelona). The email address to contact the company is
info@cofamaexport.com
Unless otherwise communicate to us , we understand that your data has not been
modified, you agree to notify us of any changes and that we consent to use them in
order to retain the relationship between the parties accordance with the provisions of the
Act 34/2002 of Services of the Information Society and Electronic Commerce in Article
21 ask their consent to carry out advertising that we believe may be of interest, email or
any other means of communication electronic equivalent.
PROPERTY INTELLECTUAL

The intellectual property rights arising from industrial and all text, images, and media
and presentation and assembling the pages belonging to themselves or assignee in
Cofama They will, therefore, be protected with intellectual property by Spanish law
and are able to apply both the Spanish and EU regulations in this field, such as
international treaties relating to the matter and signed by Spain.
All rights reserved. In compliance with the Law on Intellectual Property expressly
prohibits the reproduction, distribution, public communication and use of all or part of
the contents of their websites without the explicit consent of Cofama .
SHARES Legal LEGISLATION APPLICABLE I JURISDICTION

Also Cofama reserves the right to file civil or criminal actions deemed appropriate by
the misuse of their websites and content or for breach of these conditions.
relationship between the user and Cofama be governed by Spanish legislation and will
be competent to decide any dispute that may arise between you and Cofama , the
Courts of the town of Sabadell.

